IRAQ: Procurement and distribution of essential medicines, medical supplies and other health technologies in Iraq from WHO supported warehouses in Erbil

WHO has procured more than $17 million worth of essential and lifesaving medicines and medical supplies in Iraq. Pharmaceuticals account for $5.7 million while non-pharmaceutical supplies account for $11 million.

This is in addition to medicines procured by WHO, valued at $2 million, which were assessed as most urgently needed for IDPs in KR-I. These were directly handed over to the MOH/KRG for further distribution to all the Departments of Health with WHO logistics support.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

**Category/Subcategory** | **Total USD**  
--- | ---  
HEALTH (NON-PHARMACEUTICALS) | 11,470,733  
BLOOD/MICRO/CHEM/LABORATORY | 1,601,221  
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT | 709,333  
PATIENT TRANSPORT/CARE | 1,475,970  
SURGICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT | 5,446,747  
X-RAY/ULTRASOUND/CAT/NMR | 1,657,745  
LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT | 1,895,708  
THERAPEUTIC EQUIPMENT | 888,913  
PATIENT MONITORING | 199,421  
MEDICAL FURNITURE | 110,946  
PHARMACEUTICALS | 5,731,041  
ANAESTHETICS | 17,937  
ANALGESICS/ANTIPYRETICS | 104,526  
ANTIACIDITY | 87,853  
ANTIALLERGICS/ANAPHYLAXIS | 4,101  
ANTIANAEMIA | 12,031  
ANTIINSTAMTICS | 22,031  
ANTIBIOTICS/ANTIFUNGAL | 1,017,190  
ANTIEPILEPTICS | 55,046  
ANTIMONIALS | 32,250  
BASIC SOLVENTS | 2,800  
CARDIOVASCULAR | 151,554  
DIURETICS | 42,185  
EYE PREPARATIONS | 20,579  
INSULIN/ANTIDIABETIC | 147,197  
KITS | 868,969  
NS ANTIINFLAMMATORY/GOUT | 16,154  
PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC | 17,560  
STEROIDS | 31,887  
WATER/ELECTROLY/ACID-BASE | 610,262  
ANTI-TB MEDICINES | 966,839  
MEDICINES CAT C | 1,370,091  

**Total USD spent by Category**

- **HEALTH (NON-PHARMACEUTICALS)**
  - MOH/DOH | 18,588,872
  - NGOs | 0
  - WHO | 25,448
- **PHARMACEUTICALS**
  - MOH/DOH | 27,963,943
  - NGOs | 84,894
  - WHO | 326,055
- **LOGISTICS/MANAGEMENT**
  - MOH/DOH | 1,604,766
  - NGOs | 0
  - WHO | 326,055
- **WATER AND SANITATION**
  - MOH/DOH | 3,525,950
  - NGOs | 0
  - WHO | 3,525,950
- **Grand Total**
  - MOH/DOH | 4,980,268
  - NGOs | 84,894
  - WHO | 973,133

**Category by type of destination in USD**
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